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POLICE BODY CAMERAS: IMPLEMENTATION WITH CAUTION, FORETHOUGHT, AND POLICY

On August 9, 2014, Officer Darren Wilson shot and killed Michael Brown, an unarmed teenager, on a Ferguson, Missouri street. The incident immediately ignited protests in the Ferguson area. Several of these demonstrations included rioting, looting, and violence. In response, officials used force, military-style tactics, and military-grade weapons. In November 2014, Missouri Governor Jay Nixon called the National Guard to attempt to restore order and keep the peace.

Following Mr. Brown's death, people turned out to the streets because many believed that the shooting was motivated by racial discrimination—Officer Wilson is white, and Mr. Brown was black. There is disagreement over the exact course of events that led up to Mr. Brown's death: Ferguson police report that Mr. Brown fought with Officer Wilson and attempted to gain control of his weapon, while several witnesses recount that Mr. Brown had his hands raised above his head and did not threaten Officer Wilson. Critics of the officer's use of force point to these witness statements as proof that the officer's actions were unwarranted and racially motivated.

Unfortunately, there is no evidence available from the incident that is dispositive of the true course of events. There is no source
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that all parties can use to determine whether Officer Wilson was justified in his use of force. Instead, police officials, citizens, and the justice system have been forced to rely on differing accounts of the events, along with physical evidence, to draw their own conclusions.9

After an inundation of information and differing interpretations of the event, a grand jury ultimately did not indict Officer Wilson on any offense relating to the death of Mr. Brown.10 To return a true bill, the grand jury would have needed to find probable cause that Officer Wilson actually committed an offense—that he was not acting in self-defense during the incident and did not use lawful force in attempting to arrest Mr. Brown.11 Robert McCulloch, the chief prosecutor of the grand jury proceedings, promised the jurors “[b]y the time everything is finished, you will have heard everything.”12 In fulfilling that promise, Mr. McCulloch and his team presented to the jurors conflicting versions of events.13 An example of such conflict is between the police interview with “Witness 10”—who claimed that Mr. Brown did not have his hands raised and that Mr. Brown charged Officer Wilson14—and “Witness 12”—who claimed that Officer Wilson got out of his police vehicle and immediately began firing his weapon.15

But the true course of events surrounding Mr. Brown's death need not have been clouded by such uncertainty. Had Officer Wilson been wearing a body camera during his interaction with Mr. Brown, there would have been a digital record of the event. Such a record may have provided a single evidentiary source for definitive answers to the questions surrounding the altercation. Had a body camera been worn, the consequent clarity of the situation may have prevented the protests, looting, destruction of property, and escalation of violence. In addition, justice could be confirmed or assured for both Officer Wilson and Mr. Brown.¹⁶

 Though the benefit of a police body camera in this scenario appears obvious, a wide-scale implementation of such devices cannot be undertaken without caution. Risk of negative consequences such as a lack of uniformity in the use of camera data across jurisdictions, the possibility of irreversible changes to the nature of criminal trials, and the practical challenges relating to the costs of increased implementation must be weighed against the potential benefits of amplified camera use before making a decision to implement the devices.

 This article will provide a workable initial implementation policy that would maximize the benefits of increased police use of body cameras, while minimizing the negative impacts. Part I defines police body cameras and explores their current use in and impact on today's law enforcement world. Parts II and III encompass some of the perceived benefits and anticipated challenges of increased body camera use. Part IV considers and recommends exactly where the responsibility of camera implementation should lie. In addition, this section also provides an initial implementation policy recommendation for policymaker consideration that attempts to ensure the materialization of the benefits outlined in Part II while preventing the materialization of the consequences considered in Part III. Part V applies the recommended implementation policy to the perceived benefits and outlines what that policy is designed to accomplish—the maximiza-
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tion of benefits and minimization of concerns as realized during the initial implementation of police-body-camera technology in the field. Part VI takes a microcosmic testimonial look at the use of police body cameras by the Chesapeake Police Department—an early implementer of the technology—to highlight the challenges, benefits, and changes that have materialized through prolonged use of body-camera systems.

I. POLICE BODY CAMERAS AND THE DEFICIENCY OF METHODOLOGICAL RESEARCH SURROUNDING THEIR IMPLEMENTATION AND EMPLOYMENT

Police body cameras are compact devices that can create both audio and visual records of police officer actions, observations, and interactions with the public.21 Officers wear them on their uniforms—just like badges and firearms.22

The devices range in cost from several hundred dollars up to several thousand dollars.23 Multiple companies manufacture such cameras, including TASER International24—a common supplier of non-lethal weapons in the law enforcement community. The cameras vary slightly in their configuration across manufacturers; some are self-contained devices about the size of a pager, others have separate components that capture audio data, video data, and house a battery.25 Independent of the manufacturer, all such devices support a method of transferring recorded data for storage and management purposes.26 Further, many producers offer cloud-based data storage on their own private servers, eliminating a law enforcement agency's need for physical on site record storage.27 Irrespective of differences among available devices, they
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27. Id. at 9, 33.
all provide the same basic function: recording what the officer sees and hears.

The current use of body cameras in police departments across the nation remains limited, though their implementation is undoubtedly increasing. In an informal survey conducted in July 2013, the Police Executive Research Forum ("PERF") distributed surveys to 500 police departments nationwide to determine the prevalence of body camera usage and the issues various departments faced with their implementation of the technology. PERF received 254 responses, with only 63 agencies reporting the use of these devices.

In spite of—or perhaps because of—the apparently small number of police departments in the United States using body cameras (there are approximately 18,000 state and local law enforcement agencies operating in the United States), a report piloted by Dr. Michael White for the Department of Justice discovered that only a small quantity of empirical studies have been conducted to examine the implementation and impact of body camera usage. That report unearthed only five studies that have been conducted, two in the United Kingdom and three in the United States. These five studies vary in methodological rigor, but comprise the entirety of the empirical evidence gathered to support or refute a justified expansion of the use of police body cameras.

As Dr. White noted in his report, "[t]he absence of rigorous, independent studies using experimental methods has limited understanding of the impact and consequences of body-worn cameras." Since that report's publication in August of 2014, the base of research on the topic has not significantly increased.
2015 interview, Dr. White poignantly translated the continued deficiency when he commented, "the bottom line is that our entire knowledge base on the impact and consequences of this technology really boils down to these three or four [methodologically rigorous] research studies. And that means core questions about planning, about implementation, about the impact to expect, and about the unintended consequences."38

Though eye opening in its candor concerning the lack of reliable information about the results stemming from body camera use, the findings of Dr. White's report and his subsequent remarks do not necessarily preclude a wider implementation of body cameras across a greater number of law enforcement agencies before more reliable studies take place. It suggests that if implementation is executed before the full magnitude of the decision is known, then the accompanying camera implementation policy should strive to negate perceived and potential negative concerns—even if that policy limits some of the assumed benefits of the device's use.39

II. PERCEIVED BENEFITS—POLICE TRANSPARENCY, IMPROVED INTERACTIONS WITH CITIZENS, AND COMPLAINT RESOLUTION REALIZED THROUGH THE INCREASED PRESENCE OF POLICE BODY CAMERAS

Because of the relative lack of data on the true benefits of police body cameras, there is little evidence to support or refute the claims made by supporters and critics of the new technology.40 The reports that do exist, however, encourage a further investigation into the merits of body cameras and tend to point towards verification of some of the touted benefits.41

38. See id. at 6–10 (discussing what Dr. White considers to be the chief concerns of camera policies); see also WHITE, supra note 23, at 6 (recognizing that research confirming the risks and benefits of camera usage is lacking).
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41. See supra note 23.
Today, it is very likely that police interactions with the public in urban areas are recorded. For example, the citizen or citizens speaking to an officer may record a conversation, as may witnesses. Security cameras are also a constant presence. It seems reasonable that a video record from the perspective of an officer, the person who likely has the most power and responsibility in any encounter with the public, is a perspective worth having.

A. Body Camera Implementation Increases the Availability of Oversight and Review, Potentially Promoting Police Transparency, Legitimacy, and Improving Citizen Perceptions

Police body cameras can demonstrate to the public that the department using them intends to increase its transparency and willingness to be examined by outside actors. The mere fact that superiors and individual citizens who were not present at the time of an incident can review an officer’s action lends itself to the notion that departments employing body-camera technology expect review to take place. In turn, it is expected that public confidence and trust in the actions of police will improve, promoting law enforcement legitimacy.

The only studies that have attempted to measure citizen perceptions of police body cameras where they were actually implemented took place in the United Kingdom. These include the Renfrewshire and Aberdeen study and the Plymouth Head Camera Project. In the Renfrewshire and Aberdeen study, conducted in Scotland, 64% of respondents in Renfrewshire thought that all officers should wear cameras and 49% felt safer as a result of the cameras. In Aberdeen, 76% of those surveyed thought officers should wear cameras, and 57% believed body-worn cameras would make their community safer. The Plymouth Head Camera Project survey, which conducted interviews with thirty-six
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crime victims, found that twenty-six reported body-worn cameras were beneficial during their police encounter (72%) and twenty-nine reported feeling safer because of the cameras (81%).

The referenced studies are far from dispositive of the benefits of transparency or its effect on the public perception of local law enforcement agencies. There were very few people interviewed in either study and the results may not convert well to the United States—in part due to differences in the relationship between citizens and police in the two countries. Despite those weaknesses, the numbers seem to trend towards the public believing police body cameras increase safety in their community. They do not, however, directly translate to the public perception that departments using cameras are opening up their actions to scrutiny.

B. Cameras Change Conduct—Improved Officer Behavior When Carrying a Body Camera May Result in an Increase of Officers' Personal Awareness and Damper Escalation of Force

Proponents of police body cameras suggest that the mere existence of such devices will positively impact officers' behavior during interactions with citizens. This rationale is based on the theory that human behavior changes under observation. That is, when people are observed, they are "more prone to socially acceptable behavior and sense a heightened need to cooperate with the rules." An officer equipped with a body camera inherently creates an observable record of his or her own behavior, a record potentially observable by others. Should the social science hold true, the creation and potential observation of that record will lead the equipped officer to more socially acceptable behavior.

Whether stemming from the human reaction to camera observation or because of some other yet-undetermined factor, one study in the United States produced remarkable results. The Ri-
alto study, conducted with the Rialto Police Department in California (a mid-sized department that deals with a homicide rate nearly 50% higher than the United States as a whole) found a significant drop in both police officer use-of-force instances and complaints against police when police body cameras were introduced into the department. In 2011, there were sixty use-of-force incidents and twenty-eight complaints against officers in Rialto. In 2013, the year of the study, there were only twenty-five use-of-force incidents and three complaints made against officers.

Another study of body camera implementation, a pilot program with the Mesa Police Department in Arizona, also showed promising results. Of Mesa officers surveyed at the outset of the project, 77% believed that cameras would increase professionalism in their ranks, and 81% thought that having a camera on their person would make them more cautious about their decisions in the field. The initial portion of the Mesa study compared fifty officers wearing body camera systems to fifty officers of similar demographics without the technology. During the first eight months of the study, the officers without camera systems were the subjects of twenty-three citizen complaints, while officers carrying the technology received only eight. Perhaps most interestingly, the study also found that the officers assigned cameras during Mesa’s pilot program received 40% fewer total complaints.
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and encountered 75% fewer use-of-force incidents than those same officers the year before the program.  

Questions remain as to the exact cause of the change in behavior measured in the Rialto and Mesa studies. For example, are the noticeable declines in use-of-force incidents and complaints against officers caused by improved officer behavior because of the possibility of review of their actions? Or should the change be attributed to improved citizen behavior during interactions with police, such as acting less aggressively towards the officer because of the presence of the recording device? Or is the result a combination of the two, where both citizens and officers exercised improved behavior? Perhaps more importantly, does it matter why complaints and use-of-force incidents dropped precipitously, as long as there are positive results?

C. Cameras Change Conduct—Improved Citizen Behavior During Interactions with Officers Carrying Body Cameras May Result From the Devices’ Presence

Proponents suggest that officers wearing body cameras will improve the behavior of the citizens with whom they interact, citing a belief that those citizens are more likely to be respectful and compliant. However, the empirical evidence in the United States is neither definitive nor clear. Anecdotal evidence endorsing the impression of the positive influence of cameras on behavior is much more complimentary, especially that originating from police chiefs who oversee camera programs. For example, Rialto’s Chief Farrar claimed, “[I]f a citizen knows the officer is wearing a

61. MILLER, TOLIVER & PERF, supra note 25, at 5–6. Bearing in mind that there were only fifty officers assigned camera systems during Mesa’s program, the number of complaints did not have to be particularly high to result in such a large reduction in complaints. That is not to say that the reduction in the body-worn-camera group is not significant, especially when compared to their previous complaint record.
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65. See Ian Lovett, In California, a Champion for Police Cameras, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 21, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/22/us/in-california-a-champion-for-police-cameras.html (discussing the use of body cameras with police chiefs who have led departments in Rialto, New York, Los Angeles, and Oakland); see also MILLER, TOLIVER & PERF, supra note 25, at 20 (discussing the benefits of body-worn cameras in police-community interactions with police chiefs from Daytona Beach and Fort Collins).
camera, chances are the citizen will behave a little better.\textsuperscript{66} Daytona Beach’s Chief Chitwood experienced a related phenomenon, in that “cameras help defuse some of the tensions . . . during encounters with the public.”\textsuperscript{67} Fort Collins’ Deputy Chief Christensen similarly recounted that “[o]fficers wearing cameras have reported a noticeable improvement in the quality of their encounters with the public.”\textsuperscript{68}

While the testimonial experiences of Chiefs Farrar, Chitwood, and Christensen are encouraging, they do little to prove that police body cameras affect the public’s behavior. The Rialto study’s finding of a sharp decrease in instances of police use-of-force comes closer to empirical evidence of such.\textsuperscript{69} The decrease could be attributed to changes in citizen behavior, where they acted with more respect and compliance when officers carried cameras, which reduced the need for force.\textsuperscript{70} Unfortunately, it is simply not possible to determine from the collected evidence that it was the presence of body cameras that influenced the behavior observed in Rialto.\textsuperscript{71} That is to say, correlation does not equal causation; any actual behavioral benefits remain perceived and unproven.

D. Body Camera Recordings of Police and Citizen Interactions Provide the Possibility for Decisive Resolution of Citizen Complaints and Lawsuits Against Officers

Advocates allege that body cameras can produce records of events that could expedite the resolution of complaints and lawsuits against officers.\textsuperscript{72} Currently, there is no empirical evidence verifying this claim, though what is available tends to point toward a positive effect on citizen complaint resolution.\textsuperscript{73} Complaints against officers are often found to be “not sustained” because frequently there are no witnesses present during the
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aggrieved interaction other than the officer and the individual fil-
ing the complaint. Records produced by body cameras have the
potential to change this by providing evidence that can result in
proper adjudication of complaints.

Video records of police interaction are beneficial in this vein for
both officers and involved citizens. For the police, video records
can provide reassurance for officers wrongly accused of improper
behavior, may reduce resource expenditure investigating
claims, and could show citizens an alternate perspective of
events—the officer's—which has the potential to highlight possi-
ble mistakes the citizen made during an interaction of which they
were not initially aware.

Members of the public, on the other hand, may be less likely to
file frivolous or unfounded complaints because they know video
evidence could instantly refute their claim. If a citizen has a val-
id complaint against an officer, video evidence will support their
version of events. This should result in officers being held ac-
ccountable for violations or mistakes they commit. The ability to
accurately and more frequently place responsibility on an officer
when it is due should directly translate into increased depart-
mental transparency.

Though perhaps empirically unproven, police body cameras
seem to hold great potential to benefit both officers and the pub-
lic. Cameras could have the effect of putting both parties on their
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best behavior, which could result in fewer complaints against officers and fewer situations where an officer finds it necessary to use force. Even if such incidents still occur, cameras have the potential to resolve them in a just manner. However, these perceived benefits come at a price, both in actual monetary expenditures, which far exceed initial purchase costs, and in potential unintended consequences, which must be evaluated and considered in order to fully recognize the scope of the impact of body camera implementation.

III. ANTICIPATED NEGATIVE SIDE EFFECTS, CONCERNS, AND CHALLENGES OF INCREASED POLICE BODY CAMERA USE

Like many material investments that require continued spending to ensure continued use, the true costs of ownership for a department's worth of police body cameras are not realized in the initial purchase. The cameras themselves are expensive gadgets, especially when multiplied by a department with a large number of officers. But the initial cost of the physical devices is not the source of the largest budget constraints the cameras will ultimately cause. The long-term usage of police body cameras will require substantial continued expenditure—especially in data storage, data manipulation, and the production of a courtroom-ready product.

While high monetary totals are not the only costs conceivably associated with implementation and sustained use, body camera technology may come at the expense of traditional privileges and protections citizens across the nation enjoy. For instance, the mere presence of body cameras in public may impinge on an individual's fundamental privacy rights, as they are currently defined. Then, once in the courtroom, body-camera-produced records have the potential to alter the well-founded fundamental nature of the adversarial trial system.

A. Initial Costs and Continued Funding Challenges with Body Camera Implementation and Prolonged Use

Implementing police body cameras is an expensive proposition, even at the department level—these devices can reach up to
$1000 per camera unit.\textsuperscript{82} Allocations for replacement hardware also must be considered.\textsuperscript{83} Further, the largest cost of camera implementation and use does not lie in the equipment itself but in the storage, management, and retention of data.\textsuperscript{84}

Police must determine standard timelines for data retention and preservation, in addition to how data must be managed and edited. The longer camera data is stored, the larger the data storage requirements, and the higher the cost of that storage.\textsuperscript{85} Some major device manufacturers offer cloud-based storage solutions on their own private servers for an annual subscription price.\textsuperscript{86} According to the Mesa Police Department study, one option for this type of data storage for a single year exceeded the initial cost of the recording devices—the fifty cameras purchased and used in the study totaled $67,526.68, but one option for data storage for the second year of the devices' use in Mesa required a staggering $93,579.22.\textsuperscript{87}

There is an additional expense associated with the use of body-camera produced records, assessed through editing and redacting video footage when it is requested by the public to protect privacy interests.\textsuperscript{88} Edits include the removal of juvenile faces, removal of identifying features of informants and undercover officers, and removal of personal biographical information.\textsuperscript{89} The Mesa Police Department received three to four public record requests per month for body-camera-produced video during the period of study and found that several of those records required approximately ten man-hours of edits essential to make them safe for release.\textsuperscript{90} If such requests are honored, the number of requests will undoubtedly increase as the public gains more awareness of body camera implementation.\textsuperscript{91} Mesa's experiment with necessary editing does not even begin to take into account the obligation to re-
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view and edit body-camera-produced records if they are to be used in court, which could far exceed the manpower requirements of mere public requests for footage.

Without proper editing, records produced by police cameras can expose departments to civil liability for privacy violations, infliction of emotional distress, and public humiliation claims—for example, if camera footage of an uninvolved party becomes available publically to the uninvolved party’s detriment.92 Thus, in order to implement a camera program, departments must be able to commit substantial resources not just to the devices themselves, but also to the operational costs of storing and editing data.93 The total dollar requirement associated with camera implementation is not yet known, but assuredly the costs will rise as camera programs and the use of their produced records expands.

B. *Police Body Cameras Create Concerns Over the Invasion of Individual Privacy Rights, Implied Consent to Recording, and Relationships Among Officers, Witnesses, and Victims*

Increasingly sophisticated technology poses a potential threat to individual privacy, resulting in a tension between the benefit to the collective good of such technology and individual freedom.94 It is probable that police body cameras will test this balance considerably, especially if the majority of interactions with officers are recorded. In addition, body cameras coupled with other technology, such as facial recognition software, have the possibility to deepen the mire of privacy issues.95

Indiscriminate recording with body cameras in many situations may constitute an unconstitutional search and seizure if it violates an individual’s reasonable expectation of privacy.96 This protection is derived from the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution, which prohibits unreasonable searches and

92. *See* Steve Yahn, *Capturing the Moment, Risk and Insurance* (Oct. 8, 2014), http://www.riskandinsurance.com/capturing-moment/ (claiming that while body cameras may reduce a police department’s risk in some areas of liability, it increases risks in others).
93. *White, supra* note 23, at 33–34 (discussing the cost and work that must be performed on the camera program outside of the cost of the products themselves).
seizures in addition to providing a warrant protection for individual privacy interests. These interests and their subsequent protections are unique and particularly high in the private home, where officers frequently find themselves in the line of duty. If in the home without a warrant or without consent, any recording an officer's camera creates may be considered an unreasonable search and seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment, especially if that record becomes publically available through a state's public disclosure laws (many states have statutes that could be read to classify the data produced by police body cameras as a public record, thus making the footage accessible to the general public under that state's disclosure laws) or if it is used in trial and displays the private contents of an uninvolved individual's home. Determination of exactly when individuals have an expectation of privacy and thus have a Fourth Amendment protection from governmental intrusion, of which police recording may be considered, is under constant development. Such lack of definition due to the evolving nature of Fourth Amendment protections presents a strong challenge to deciding exactly when an officer can and should record.

Many states also have statutes—known as "two-party consent" laws—that prohibit the audio capture of private conversations without the consent of both parties to the conversation. These

---

97. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
100. See, e.g., MINN. STAT: § 13.03(1) (2014) (requiring disclosure of all data created by a government body unless it meets certain classifications); see MILLER, TOLIVER & PERF, supra note 25, at 17.
101. See Riley v. California, 134 S. Ct. 2473, 2494–95 (2014) (detailing the present and ever-evolving status of Fourth Amendment privacy interests by protecting the digital contents of an individual's cellular phone from warrantless searches incident to arrest); Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27, 40 (2001) (finding that the governmental use of technology that is not widely available which reveals more than is traditionally observable in the warrantless surveillance of a home is unreasonable); California v. Ciraolo, 476 U. S. 207, 215 (1986) (holding that visual observation of a home does not constitute an unreasonable search); Katz, 389 U.S. at 357–59 (defining the scope of an individual's right to privacy in the context of his reasonable expectation of privacy).
laws impose limitations that may preclude or at least limit body camera use in many situations if police are forced to ask for consent or if consent is not given. Though there are law enforcement exceptions for the required consent in some of the two-party-consent states, the exceptions must be closely read and adhered to for compliance in order to affect a legal use of the devices. Other states only require one-party consent, a role that the officer would fulfill if wearing a camera. Before a department can institute a police-worn camera system, it must first determine what recording restrictions exist in its state. If necessary, it may be desirable to obtain a legislative exemption from two-party recording consent laws, rather than facing the possibility of civil suit exposure because of unauthorized recording.

It is common practice for police to record people during custodial interrogations, public rallies, and traffic stops. The Supreme Court has consistently upheld such recording, despite the fact that recordings are often made without individual knowledge or consent. The reasoning cited in those holdings usually centers on the determination that citizens have no expectation of privacy in the situation considered. However, the Court has only spoken on specific situations with specific facts—it has not giv-
en a blank check to police to record most or all of the incredibly varied situations to which they respond. Thus, police departments should not consider the Court's previous decisions as tacit approval of body camera use.

Ignoring the potential privacy intrusions of individuals directly interacting with officers, it is worth noting that cameras will capture everything in their view—barring technical complications, distortions, or other glitches. Often that recording will include people not involved in the police interaction. Not only does this bring into question the privacy concerns of non-parties, it may also have a chilling effect on witnesses and confidential informants relating information to officers if they know the interview will be recorded and viewable by others at a later point.

Body cameras also have the conceivable ability to exacerbate the emotional impact of citizen and police interactions. Cameras would capture the experiences of victims of crimes, the gruesomeness of medical emergencies and accidents, and the identities of individuals being detained. One police sergeant observed, "[o]fficers... are seeing people on the worst day of their lives, and we're capturing that on video that's now a public record."

C. When Police Body Cameras Are Used for Evidence Collection and Subsequently in Prosecution, Results Are Uncertain

Many proponents of police body cameras suggest that video evidence from these devices "will facilitate the arrest and prosecution of offenders." The existence of a real-time, permanent record of the events of an arrest in some cases can provide almost irrefutable confirmation of guilt. Such evidence has the tendency to produce more guilty pleas and may preclude trials in many cases, which would significantly reduce costs in police and court resources and time.
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Recorded evidence also has the potential to positively assist defendants in court. A video of a police interaction reduces the court’s dependence on the testimony of individuals to determine guilt. Testimonies of both police and witnesses “[have] weaknesses ranging from outright perjury to less blatant ‘slanting’ of facts” to show one side’s case in a better light.\(^\text{119}\) The ability to “go to the tapes” protects defendants from the court and the jury’s tendency to heavily rely on police and defendant testimony, which may be exaggerated.\(^\text{120}\) With body camera records, courts could more accurately come to the truth of events in some instances.

While expedited prosecution and defendant protection are indicative of the better facilitation of justice, recorded evidence is a double-edged sword. Perhaps due to the current rarity of police body camera use, it is unclear at this point just how body-camera-produced records could or should be used in court. Further, those records’ mere existence could open a Pandora’s box of changes for the procedures of the court system.

1. Barriers for the Admissibility of Recorded Evidence Have the Propensity to Create Variation Among Courts in the Acceptance of Body Camera Records

Currently, the admissibility of recorded evidence in court runs the risk of varying across jurisdictions and states due to several issues arising from rules of evidence that form barriers of admissibility. In federal court, relevant evidence is admissible unless it is prohibited by federal statute, the Federal Rules of Evidence (“FRE”), or other rules prescribed by the United States Supreme Court.\(^\text{121}\)

Thus, the first barrier of admissibility for body-camera-produced evidence is a determination of relevance, whereby such evidence must have a sufficient relationship to the issue under litigation.\(^\text{122}\) The next barrier issue derives from FRE 403, which requires that the probative value of the recorded evidence substantially outweigh the possible prejudicial nature of the evi-

\(^{119}\) Bacigal, supra note 94, at 823–25.  
\(^{120}\) Id. at 823.  
\(^{121}\) FED. R. EVID. 402.  
For example, the evidence must not mislead or confuse the jury, waste time, or create some other unfair prejudice. Scenarios are easily conceivable where video footage detailing the circumstances surrounding an arrest is given more weight by a judge or jury than a defendant’s actual criminal acts—such as an instance where guilt is inferred from a defendant’s demeanor, which is often irrelevant to the crime charged. This balancing test of probative value over prejudicial value applies to a great deal of evidence in federal courts, and must be overcome in state courts as well in order to introduce video evidence.

Another barrier of admissibility requires the proponent of video evidence to lay a foundation for that evidence, which requires authentication or identification of the video. This includes an account of the chain of custody of the record, sufficient to convince the trial judge that there was not a substantial likelihood that the record had been altered or tampered with.

If there is an audio component of the digital evidence—which body camera-produced records invariably will include—then voice identification of those speaking must also be included in the foundation established by a witness. The admission of an audio record creates an additional barrier issue: hearsay concerns. Since all audio content recorded by police body cameras is derived from out-of-court statements, if the audio component of the record is offered for the truth of what it asserts, then it is hearsay for that purpose. As such, the proponent would be required to find an exception to the hearsay rule in order to get the audio component of the record admitted to court.

123. FED. R. EVID. 403; Schwartz, supra note 122, at 857–58.
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125. See Payne v. Kentucky, No. 2010-SC-000199-MR, 2011 WL 4430860, at *4 (Ky. Sept. 22, 2011) (detailing the prejudicial effect of a video record of an arrest: “Even if the video accurately reflects Payne’s mental state at the time of his crimes, the probative value is very slight compared to the prejudicial effect of the jury watching Payne scream and curse at arresting officers.”).
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129. Schwartz, supra note 122, at 859.
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131. FED. R. EVID. 801(d), 803, 804; Schwartz, supra note 122, at 859. Though some exceptions to hearsay, such as the “Opposing Party Statement” exception of FRE 801(d)(2), may permit the admission of some parts of a camera record, it does not provide a blanket
2. Perceived Problems Arising From Differences in the Application of Admissibility Requirements Across Jurisdiction and Localities

The requirements to admit a record captured by a police body camera into evidence can be time-consuming exercises in a trial court with a full docket, particularly if formally adhered to in every instance a record is introduced. Furthermore, the application of admission requirements may vary in rigidity and the results will likely depend on the court or even the judge. Those possibilities merit hesitation concerning the use of video record created by police-worn cameras in trial.

If prosecutors are permitted by policy to use video record in trial at the inception of a police body camera program, then it is logical to assume that with the anticipated growth of camera employment, use in court of the records they produce will increase proportionally. As such, if the issues and barriers for admissibility of camera records have to be argued, proven, and overcome in every case, then the evidentiary benefits of the records frequently may be mitigated by the burden of their use, especially in situations where traditional sources of evidence can fulfill the same function.

Because of the differences among courts and judges, it is foreseeable that recorded evidence from police-worn cameras will be admitted with inconsistent regularity and permitted for inconsistent uses. For example, where one court may find that the officer who recorded an interaction is qualified to testify to all of the foundational grounds for the admissibility of the camera created record, another court may require an expert technician of the equipment who understands the fundamentals of data storage to establish foundational chain of custody.

Admissibility differences may play little role in an individual prosecutor's local use of such evidence or in a local police department's decision to implement body cameras. As long as the police
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132. The concerns listed in this section are a product of the author's analysis of the impact of body-worn-camera records. Current research is relatively silent on the procedural impact of this type of recorded evidence in court (apart from the perceived benefits). This analysis attempts to consider the broader impact recorded evidence may have, but because this impact has not been realized in any real measure, the analysis is speculative as a result.
and prosecutors know exactly what is required or considered by judges in their jurisdiction to admit the evidence, they justifiably could have little interest in the requirements of their counterparts in a different locality. However, differing requirements and results may create so great a burden that use of a video record is effectively precluded for evidentiary use in some localities, while the same video record could be freely introduced in another location with minimal effort and expense. For example, if the policies of one court forced the state to hire an equipment expert to testify at every trial to lay foundation for the admissibility of video evidence, then time and expense constraints may prohibit frequent and effective use of body-camera-produced evidence in that court. Meanwhile, another locality's courts may only require an officer's testimony to lay foundation—a significantly smaller burden. Video evidence is thus much more likely to be used with frequency in the second locality as opposed to the first.

Police body camera records, if inconsistently used as evidence, may serve to obscure the future understanding of the true benefits of the technology in court. More importantly, inconsistent use could result in an inconsistent application of the law across differing courts, localities, and judges. Though an appellate court holding could ease or even erase much of the uncertainty in the admission practices of body camera records by clearly defining the standard of admission, no case has yet arisen to provide that opportunity. Until that time, questions of admissibility remain immediate problems. The potential benefits and burdens to both prosecutors and defendants, when afforded to some but not others, is inconsistent with the justice system's goal of fairness.

3. Potential Unintended Consequences Arising From Assumed Admissibility of Camera Records

If the anticipated inconsistent admissibility rulings on evidentiary records created by police-worn body cameras do not materialize, the pervasive use of such evidence has the potential to significantly alter the core nature of a criminal trial in several fundamental ways. These include an increased reliance on recorded evidence to the detriment of witness testimony, a reduction
in the protections and purpose of the FRE,\textsuperscript{133} and a destruction of the factfinding purpose of juries. Conceivably, such alterations could result in the degradation of a defendant’s right to a fair trial by redefining the entire criminal trial process.

Though records produced by officer-worn cameras may themselves be, or at least contain, hearsay statements, they could have the effect of making the actions of officers a matter of public record.\textsuperscript{134} As such, courts could decide that the recording falls within the “public record” exception to hearsay, which permits such records to be admitted, regardless of whether the “declarant” of the record is available as a witness.\textsuperscript{135} Only people may be considered declarants.\textsuperscript{136} Thus an object, like a radar gun, cannot be considered a declarant—but the officer reading the radar gun can be. Or in the case at hand, an officer may be considered the declarant of the video record since that record sets out the matters observed while within the scope of his legal duty, is not taken from his personal perception, and is a regularly produced record.\textsuperscript{137} Taking this analysis to conceivable ends, all video records of officer interaction could feasibly be admitted to evidence as a public record, even if the contents are hearsay, and even if the officer is not present in court to offer the record.

If admittance thus becomes commonplace in courts across the nation, the FRE—including the discussed barriers of admissibility—may suffer from lack of strict enforcement. Judges may begin to assume police recorded evidence, no matter its contents, is always admissible. Taken to the extreme, if virtually every case against a criminal defendant uses the video record of events in his or her prosecution, it may become typical practice to merely show the video record to a jury, point out the elements of a crime, and ask them to make a finding. Officers may not need to even testify—though they must be available as per the defendant’s Constitutional right to face the witnesses against them.\textsuperscript{138}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{133} See \textit{FED. R. EVID. 102}.
  \item \textsuperscript{134} MILLER, TOLIVER & PERF, \textit{supra} note 25, at v.
  \item \textsuperscript{135} \textit{FED. R. EVID. 803(8)}.
  \item \textsuperscript{136} \textit{FED. R. EVID. 801(b)}.
  \item \textsuperscript{137} See \textit{FED. R. EVID. 803(6), (8)}.
  \item \textsuperscript{138} U.S. CONST. amend. VI.
\end{itemize}
Under the premise of prosecution through mere video evidence, reliance on witness testimony to convey information and eventually make findings in court would become a mere backup-plan. Currently, the state can deprive defendants of the testimony of subpoenaed witnesses through various means; what is to stop an extension of this trend if video records are used? The criminal justice system, forever reliant in the past on witness testimony, may forsake witness testimony in favor of “seeing” and “hearing” the testimony as it happened, only allowing witness testimony as an afterthought.

No matter the source of testimony, a jury still must make a finding. However, their critical pursuit of determining how much reliance to place on individual witness testimony and separating fact from fiction within that testimony will be minimized. A jury will merely have to watch a video record and decide what they see—but with prosecutorial suggestion. Thus, the use of body-camera-produced evidence in trial creates a risk for a jury to come to improper conclusions, such as making a finding not supported by the record or being incapable of making a clear finding through just a recording.

A prime anecdotal example can be found in the Supreme Court’s decision in Scott v. Harris. There, the Court considered whether a video recorded by a police dash-mounted camera of a pursuit that led to an allegation of excessive use of force could serve as a sufficient basis to grant summary judgment in favor of the arresting officer. The lower court found that factual questions still existed after watching the recording and decided that the case should go to a jury. The Supreme Court, on the other
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hand, watched the video and held in an 8-1 decision that summary judgment should be granted for the officer because the suspect led him on such a wild chase that "no reasonable jury could believe" an excessive use of force claim was justified. If Supreme Court Justices and multiple appellate judges differ on their ability to make a finding from a police video record—a decision that presumably should be simple with the entirety of events captured on that record—jury determinations based on similar recorded evidence may prove even more difficult and divisive.

IV. INITIAL POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS—LOCAL LEVEL RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND A SUGGESTED INITIAL POLICY RECOMMENDATION

Body cameras are just one new technology increasingly employed by police departments across the country, but their use has the potential to significantly impact the field of policing. According to Ronald Davis, the director of the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services, law enforcement agencies use body-worn cameras in various ways. Cameras may be used to "improve evidence collection, to strengthen officer performance and accountability, to enhance agency transparency, to document encounters between police and the public, and to investigate and resolve complaints and officer-involved incidents."

Despite the assorted justifications touted by law enforcement agencies, as well as the benefits body cameras appear to be able to provide, a department's decision to use such technology is not one to be made without careful consideration. The use of such devices raises abundant concerns that must be examined and creates several obstacles in implementation that must be overcome. These obstacles include constitutional issues of privacy and continuing costs of data storage and camera maintenance. Furthermore, the needs and resources of law enforcement groups
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across the country are diverse, so police body cameras cannot be employed in the same manner in every locality.\textsuperscript{148}

In the face of such challenges, police departments nationwide cannot immediately heed a general public outcry for the blanket employment of body cameras.\textsuperscript{149} Nor should a broad Congressional Act force their use, as every local department across the country must have the ability and discretion to both give different weight to the concerns that challenge them most and to determine how the cameras can provide the most benefit to their communities.\textsuperscript{150} Finally, a state-by-state implementation is impracticable as departmental needs vary, even between neighboring cities, and should not be made without serious limitations to the use of such cameras through policy constraints.\textsuperscript{151}

A. Implementation Responsibility Recommendation—Individual Police Departments Need Control, Choice, and Flexibility

Implementation of police body cameras is best accomplished by individual police departments, or perhaps through regional cooperation, planning, and policy construction.\textsuperscript{152} The local-level approach to implementation is appropriate to take into account acute local factors, concerns, and the input of local groups with particularized concerns and interests. One example of this approach can be seen in the Hampton Roads area of Virginia, which had the highest violent crime and property crime rates of any region in the Commonwealth in 2013.\textsuperscript{153} Each of the seven cities that make up the Hampton Roads metropolitan area have looked at camera implementation—four of the cities actively use police

\textsuperscript{148} MILLER, TOLIVER & PERF, supra note 25, at v.

\textsuperscript{149} Id. at 51; Nick Gillespie, Make Cops Wear Cameras, Time (Aug. 14, 2014), http://time.com/3111377/ferguson-police-cameras/ (exploring several recent incidents of questionable police use of force where body-worn cameras may have impacted the understanding of events).

\textsuperscript{150} See MILLER, TOLIVER & PERF, supra note 25, at 37 (Because every law enforcement agency is different, what works for one agency may not work for another. There needs to be flexibility in camera adoption so that agencies can adapt policy and recommendations for their own needs, state law requirements, and their particular understanding of the philosophy of community trust, transparency, and privacy.).

\textsuperscript{151} Id.

\textsuperscript{152} Id. This is the same stance taken by the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services. Id.

body cameras, one has conducted a trial with devices, and the remainder have taken their use into consideration.\textsuperscript{154} A police spokesman for Virginia Beach, one of the cities in Hampton Roads that has declined to implement police body cameras, pointed to "several concerns, including cost, durability and privacy" in their decision not to implement the devices.\textsuperscript{155}

PERF recommends individual departments "consult with front-line officers, local unions, the department's legal advisors, prosecutors, community groups, other local stakeholders, and the general public"\textsuperscript{156} in order to improve the perceived legitimacy of the particular department's camera policies within the community, while also streamlining the execution of implementation by laying a solid foundation of public trust in the department's camera usage.\textsuperscript{157}

Local consultation is worthwhile if a department is considering camera implementation, and it serves similar legitimacy purposes, even if body cameras are not ultimately implemented at the time of inquiry. Community input and discussion alerts residents that their local law enforcement agency is responding to national concerns. This is especially useful if cameras are not immediately implemented, as it provides departments an existing channel of discussion to disseminate their choice and the factors they considered in making that choice.

B. Initial Implementation Policy Recommendation

Though the ultimate decision to implement police body cameras is best left to individual departments, the policies enacted concerning their use need not necessarily originate entirely from local departments. For example, state governments could draft laws that provide funding assistance for departments that elect


\textsuperscript{155} Daugherty, \textit{supra} note 154.

\textsuperscript{156} See \textit{MILLER, TOLIVER & PERF, supra} note 25, at 37.
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to use body cameras. The funding could be contingent on the adoption of a state-written general camera-use policy, with local departments retaining the ability to modify the policy in minor ways to fit their particular needs. Subsequent modifications could be subject to oversight of a state-run committee to ensure compliance with state goals, or modification could be assumed accomplished in good faith by local departments. Virginia legislators have proposed several bills to do just that—provide state funding to local police departments with the most need in order to implement policy body camera systems, while also establishing a statewide camera-use policy. In addition to state efforts, federal funding for the implementation of police body cameras may be forthcoming. In December 2014, President Obama proposed a plan designed to strengthen community policing—part of which included the “Body Worn Camera Partnership Program,” a $75 million investment program that would provide a 50% match to state and local department spending on body cameras.

While a “general camera use policy” is ambiguous, it is crucial that some semblance of policy accompanies the implementation of police body cameras, though many early camera adopters appear to have neglected this necessity. According to PERF’s 2013 survey gauging camera popularity, of the sixty-three agencies that reported employing the technology, almost one-third of them did not have a written policy in place corresponding to the devices’ use. Police administrators, when questioned about their apparent deficiency, point out a lack of guidance as to what exactly their policy should include. The comments of these administrators emphasize the need for a standard practice regarding the use of police body cameras.
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PERF recommends a variety of topics that should be addressed in the policy written by each individual department implementing a body-worn camera program.\(^\text{165}\) These include policies on: basic camera usage, designating staff for camera maintenance, recording protocols, the data downloading process, and data retention and viewing protocols.\(^\text{166}\) Each of the suggested topics is worthy of consideration; some speak to the broad concerns and criticisms of the police-camera system, some are technical affairs,\(^\text{167}\) and others deal with determining how collected data will be used and shared with the public. Every topic PERF recommends should be dealt with in some capacity; however, a general policy on camera usage with local-level adaptations (either adopted at the state level or by individual departments) can better serve the justice system and its ends.

The following recommendation serves as a suggested initial departmental implementation policy:

(A) Law enforcement agencies implementing body-worn camera systems should generally require officers to activate their cameras at the outset of any public interaction within their course of duty as an officer.

(B) Officers should be permitted discretion to deactivate their camera if required by the situation; for example if a cooperating witness requests their interview not be recorded, or upon arrival at a scene or location where domestic or sexual abuse is suspected. However, upon the culmination of an incident or interaction where an officer has deactivated their camera at any point, the officer should be required to note in her incident report when they deactivated their camera and for what reasons. Failure to make appropriate notes in deactivation situations, or where deactivation was deemed inappropriate by supervising officials, should result in reprimand or discipline—the severity of which is to be determined at the discretion of supervising officials.

\(^{165}\) See id. at 37–38.

\(^{166}\) Id. (including further recommendations that each individual department’s policy should cover, such as: methods for documenting chain of custody, the length of time data will be retained, processes and policies for accessing and reviewing data (who can review and when), policies for releasing data to public (redaction considerations, responding to public requests), and policies with third party vendors that data stored with them is owned by the agency).

\(^{167}\) For example, determining who is responsible within a department for downloading recorded data.
(C) Officers should provide notice to those individuals concerned in the interaction that they are being recorded, to the best of the officer's abilities, and as the situation allows. If providing notice in any way endangers the officer or a member of the public, the notice requirement should be excused. Allegations of abuse of the notice requirement should be reviewed by supervising officials by viewing the camera's recording of the incident, the officer's incident report, and any other source deemed reliable. If abuse is found, the officer responsible can suffer reprimand or discipline—the severity of which is to be determined at the discretion of supervising officials. In addition, departments implementing a camera program should make community wide announcements at the outset of their program and then periodically after its inception, alerting local citizens that interactions with officers may be recorded.

(D) Recorded data is not to be accessed or reviewed unless requested by a party to the incident in question for the purpose of filing a complaint or for their defense against a criminal charge arising from the recorded incident, or at the discretion of supervising officials. Requests should be made through a formal channel, such as when filing a complaint against an officer. Any other use should be prohibited within the bounds of applicable law.

(E) Recorded evidence from body-worn cameras should never be used in the prosecution of a criminal defendant, unless the defendant first requests the use of the digital record in his defense and then moves to use the record in court.

(F) Officers should always be permitted to use digital records recorded from their body-worn device, or the devices of other officers in attendance of an incident, in their defense for claims against them in their capacity as officers of the law. These records should be subject to redaction or other necessary requirements to protect uninvolved parties that may be recorded in the record.
This general camera use policy should be taken merely as a baseline suggestion. It chiefly addresses the concerns the author finds most pressing—namely when to record, when to allow discretion, and how the recorded data should be used. This last concern is the chief apprehension—when rights to privacy come into play and the possible impact of widespread use of cameras on the established rules of evidence. In order to curtail influence on the procedures of the justice system, the author seeks to minimize recorded evidence used in court. Local departments or state legislators need not follow the outlined policy exactly, and on concerns where it is silent, local departments should fortify their own policy relating to those concerns in a manner best suited for their individual department.

It is the author's hope that the application of this policy recommendation serves not only to highlight the necessity of ensuring that the apprehensions explored in Part III do not materialize upon a department's implementation of body cameras, but that many of the perceived, if unproven, benefits outlined in Part II may still be preserved.

V. APPLICATION OF THE RECOMMENDED POLICY

The intended purpose of the policy recommendation is to maximize the potential benefits of body-worn camera use while minimizing the changes to the justice system as it exists in its current form, in addition to minimizing other potential negative challenges and effects. More specifically, the recommendation is designed to keep recorded evidence from police body cameras out of court as much as possible, except in circumstances where it could speak to the absolute truth of the issue before the court—namely the innocence of the defendant or the innocence of the officer.

Allowing a full video record of events at a trial has the potential to weaken the testimonial nature of witnesses in court, to weaken a jury's job and abilities as fact-finder, and to circumvent
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or displace existing rules of evidence. The recommended policy suggests extreme restrictions to the evidentiary use of police body-camera-recorded evidence in order to prevent these changes, while simultaneously reducing the potentially staggering costs of preparing video evidence for trial on a grand scale. It also hopes to constrain interference with individual privacy interests by limiting video record access and use in court.

Though the recommended policy limits record use, most of the anticipated and possible benefits associated with police cameras should still materialize. The mere existence of cameras demonstrates to the public the willingness of a department to undergo scrutiny and to be held accountable for the actions of its officers, increasing transparency of the system and thus improving public perceptions of law enforcement officers. Camera presence during officer and citizen interactions should still have the potential civilizing effect on the conduct of the parties involved because those benefits are not attendant to the produced record, but to the camera itself. Finally, in cases where camera records could have the greatest impact—the resolution of alleged officer misconduct—the record should be used, but sparingly. Thus, the high cost of video editing and preparation will only occur occasionally, lowering the overall cost for a department’s implementation.

This recommendation purports to be a starting place for policy development, and as such it should be temporary. The issues and effects of police body cameras are just beginning to be understood, and due to that stand in virtually uncharted territory. Implementation policies need to be flexible enough to be readily altered to take into account new laws, practices, and protocols as this technology’s use progresses. This recommendation, as it stands, aims to utilize the new technology beneficially, without significantly altering the legal landscape in which it is placed. As the implementation of body cameras grows and the law surrounding their use develops, it is possible that the impact of the evidence produced by these cameras on court proceedings may actually be negligible. In that event, procedural limitations can then be relaxed. Conversely, the influence of body cameras may turn out to
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be drastic. If that occurs, a policy that preserves the ability to instigate incremental, well-considered changes would be invaluable.

VI. MATERIALIZATION OF ISSUES—POLICE BODY CAMERAS IN CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA

The City of Chesapeake, Virginia began implementing police body cameras in 2008, utilizing a Bureau of Justice Assistance grant to purchase ninety systems at a cost of about $650 per camera. Since then, the Chesapeake Police Department has spent more than $440,000 purchasing additional cameras and related accessories necessary to make the devices function—shouldering almost half of the cost burden out of the Department’s own operating budget. Despite the initial implementation costs, the Chesapeake Police Department has become so reliant on the technology that their police cruisers no longer carry dashboard cameras.

Though Chesapeake’s experiment with police body cameras is still ongoing, challenges arose quickly—particularly in the practical handling of the recordings. In 2013, Chesapeake police released 5127 recordings to prosecutors taken from police-worn cameras in response to 1245 requests. Such a volume taxed police support staff so greatly that Chesapeake Police Chief Kelvin Wright petitioned his City Council for the creation of a “video evidence coordinator” position, at a starting yearly salary of just over $34,000. Support staff individually save data created by the Department’s body camera systems onto compact disks—“it’s a lot of work,” according to Chief Wright. The Chesapeake City Attorney’s Office has dealt with some of the pressure created by the extreme volume of video data by denying all public record requests for the footage. Further, the citizens who request the
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footage are billed for their trouble—of a review of around 300 open-case files with public record requests, almost all denial letters ended with the phrase, “Attached you will find a bill.”

Since it began implementing police body cameras, Chesapeake has experienced changes in the number of complaints it receives against police. In 2013 there were fifty-one complaints against officers, down from eighty-one the year before. There were only thirty-six complaints filed in 2014. Complaints upheld against officers have also declined from twenty-four in 2012 to nineteen in 2013. Curiously, across the same years, complaints alleging racial profiling increased from five to eleven, and procedural complaints rose from three to fourteen. As with other studies, these statistical changes cannot be directly attributed to body-camera use, though the changes are noteworthy.

Chesapeake prosecutors also have experience with police body cameras. Chesapeake’s Commonwealth’s Attorney Nancy Parr recognized the difficulty in adjusting to her office’s use of camera records in and out of court. According to Ms. Parr, her attorneys dealt with the increase of information concerning individual cases resulting from camera records by spending nights and weekends reviewing the videos. Local defense attorneys compounded resultant time constraint issues by reviewing the morning before trial instead of setting up appointments, which created court delays. Further, Chesapeake courts lack the capacity to properly display videos. Prosecutors and defense attorneys do not share computers for camera record viewing due to confidentiality issues, and only two computers are available for jury viewing—even though Chesapeake’s Circuit Court has six courtrooms. Despite these challenges and costs, the Chesapeake
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Commonwealth's Attorney's office frequently utilizes camera records in DUI prosecutions, so much so that Ms. Parr believes the technology is responsible for an increase in guilty pleas.\footnote{189. Mike Maciag, \textit{What We Can Learn From the Police that Pioneered Body Cameras}, \textit{Governing Magazine: The States and Localities} (Apr. 13, 2015), http://www.governing.com/topics/public-justice-safety/gov-body-cameras-chesapeake-virginia.html.}

Notwithstanding the challenges Chesapeake has experienced with the city's employment of police body cameras, the Commonwealth of Virginia as a whole is pressing onward with increasing camera implementation. Several bills have been tendered to the Virginia legislature to facilitate camera use. House Bill 2393 is just one example.\footnote{190. H.B. 2393, Va. Gen. Assembly (Reg. Sess. 2015).} Under that proposed legislation, the Attorney General would determine which departments got priority state funding for camera implementation, in addition to establishing a statewide camera-use policy.\footnote{191. \textit{See id.}} According to the bill's sponsor, the proposal is intended to promote transparency of Virginia's law enforcement agencies.\footnote{192. \textit{See id.}} As of March 2015, the lawmakers of twenty-nine other states have considered or are considering body camera bills, though no state mandates the technology yet.\footnote{193. Maciag, \textit{supra} note 189.}

Until such a bill is passed, local police departments are free to—or consigned to—define their own recording and usage policies, usually with consultation of their jurisdiction's legal advisors.\footnote{194. \textit{See id.}} This lack of rigidity has resulted in policy variations across localities; for example, Norfolk police are required to notify citizens that they are being recorded, while Chesapeake police officers have no such obligation.\footnote{195. \textit{Id.}}

Concerning more than just consent, Chesapeake has further developed their camera polices as their experience has grown. All 250 of Chesapeake's officers are required to wear body cameras in the field and all recorded data is automatically uploaded to Evidence.com—a subscription storage solution Chesapeake intended to last a year, but filled within six months.\footnote{196. \textit{Id.}} Officers review videos as they write incident reports, tagging videos as evidence as
necessary.\textsuperscript{197} Videos deemed non-evidentiary are kept on file for thirteen months.\textsuperscript{198} Further, Chesapeake policy dictates situations where officers are not to record, such as when inside medical facilities or in front of a magistrate,\textsuperscript{199} instead of prescribing situations where recording is necessary.

Police departments across Virginia and the nation have looked to Chesapeake for guidance in implementing their own body camera programs, including Virginia's Henrico and Chesterfield counties, the District of Columbia, and leaders from Kansas and New York City.\textsuperscript{200} The Henrico County Police Department met with leaders of the Chesapeake Police in the summer of 2014 for advice.\textsuperscript{201} Following that meeting, Henrico purchased 400 body cameras and had implemented 160 as of June 1, 2015.\textsuperscript{202} Lieutenant Chris Eley, spokesman for Henrico Police, said of the meeting, "[The Chesapeake Police] helped us write our policy based upon their experience . . . . [T]hey were able to know what worked and what didn't work."\textsuperscript{203}

Though Chesapeake's Chief Wright predicts, "officers will wear [body cameras] very much as they do their sidearm"\textsuperscript{204} (a claim no doubt bolstered by the compliment so many departments have bestowed on Chesapeake through their consultation and imitation), Chesapeake's body camera experience exemplifies the necessity for caution, forethought, and policy when implementing a police body camera program. Staggering costs of hardware, data storage, and man-hours for video viewing and editing are just some of the manifested obstacles of such a program. Chesapeake courts have also shared much of the burden, ranging from practical issues of when and how to view camera records in court to changes in methods of prosecution.

Differences among neighboring jurisdictions have emerged as well. Despite the materialization of such concerns, Chesapeake, along with many other jurisdictions considering camera implementation, has recognized the importance and benefit of policy.
considerately implemented along with the cameras themselves. Policy, carefully tailored to reflect local needs, has the distinct penchant to limit the impact of existing concerns—such as privacy issues arising from citizen interaction or the handicap of public record requests—while simultaneously serving as a breakwater for unanticipated consequences—like issues stemming from novel record use in court. Perhaps most importantly, Chesapeake's implementation of body cameras proves that the technology's benefits are real and ascertainable.

If implementation of police body cameras is executed after careful consideration of the potential pitfalls among the potential profits and is accompanied by purposeful policy limiting expedited change, then the devices' perceived and potential benefits can be realized and compounded as their place in law enforcement continues to be defined.

* Dru S. Letourneau *
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